
actual run. The advantage of drip-off over selective lacquering, e.g. screen printing, is that a perfect 
fit is achieved even on very small elements and that raster varnishing is possible. Thanks to the 
varnishing techniques used by our company we obtain very visually attractive products such as 
folders, leaflets or packaging. Proposed effects: drip-off glossy, drip-off matt with large or small grain. 
This technique is especially recommended for materials printed on all kinds of chalk papers and 
cartons refined with metallic foils. 

 

DOCUMENTS - CTP instructions 

 

CTP INSTRUCTIONS  
WE ONLY ACCEPT SEALED WORK AS A COMPOSITE PDF FILE THAT MEETS THE 
FOLLOWING REQUIREMENTS: 1. Document centering on the page 2. Added cut markers and/or 
trim box 3. The size of bleeds min. 3 mm on each side 4. In the case of multi-page work, pages in 
one file, one after another 5. All fonts included or converted to curves 6. The work in CMYK, if RGB 
elements are detected, the customer shall be informed about this fact 7. In case of finding additional 
colors, not included in the order, the customer is asked to convert them into CMYK 8. Paths of the 
die-cutter and UV varnish masks should be included in the composite file with graphics as separate 
colors with an overprint option 9. The work should be prepared in ISO Coated V2 profile - (Fogra 39) 
10.Minimum resolution of raster graphics 300 dpi 11. Maximum sum of colors on paper 320%, on 
non-absorbent substrates 240% INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED IN THE WORK DESCRIPTION: 

1. Net format of the work 

2. Number of pages 

3. On which side the work is to be typeset 

4. Print ruling, if no information is available, the work will be printed as standard 175 lpi 

5. At the customer's request, we can perform the work with a staccato halftone 20 microns 

6. Description of the work colors, in case of multi-page work with different colors, please describe 
each page 

7. Detailed description of additional colors 

8. Mock-up, can be black and white 

9. File path 

 


	PRODUCTS (12)
	01_PREMIUM PACKAGING
	Description
	The predominant part of our production is packaging with cardboard boxes metallized with silver, gold and rainbow film. Our many years of experience in the implementation of the most complex and variously refined works performed for customers from Pol...
	03_DESK PADS
	Desk pads and planners
	Description

	04_FOLDERS/CATALOGUES
	Advertising FOLDERS
	Description
	05_CALENDARS  Advertising medium, a company’s showcase
	Description
	Calendars, thanks to their versatility and practicality, are perfect as a product, advertising medium. This is an excellent showcase for the company.

	07_ELECTROSTATICS
	Stickers on electrostatic film
	Description

	08_ UV WATERLESS PRINT PACKAGING
	Eco UV waterless printing
	Description

	09_ PADS Advertising material with individual imprint advertising your company.
	Description
	A notebook or pad is a basic piece of equipment for a workstation.
	Very practical for noting down brief information. Often a piece of paper with information is handed to a client - a block with an individual advertising print is a great opportunity to promote your company. Larger notebooks (A4 format), often used as ...

	11_ 3D PRINTING
	3D LENTICULAR PRINTING made on UV offset machines. Read more: www.torro.pl
	Description

	12_ HYBRID VARNISH
	Chalk paper varnished in a hybrid technique can resemble plastic.
	Description


